CAMPUS SECTOR

General Campus – UCLA College
Humanities Division Norma Mendoza-Denton
International Institute Norma Mendoza-Denton
Life Sciences Division Susan Ettner
Physical Sciences Division Susan Ettner
Social Sciences Division Joseph Watson
Inst. Of Environment & Sustainability Susan Ettner

General Campus – Professional Schools
Arts and Architecture Norma Mendoza-Denton
Education and Information Studies Joseph Watson
Engineering and Applied Science Joseph Watson
Management Susan Ettner
Music Norma Mendoza-Denton
Public Affairs Norma Mendoza-Denton
Theatre, Film, and Television Joseph Watson

Graduate Programs in Biosciences Susan Ettner

Health Sciences – Academic Programs
Dentistry (Oral Biology) Susan Ettner
Medicine Joseph Watson
Medicine (Neurobiology & Neuroscience) Susan Ettner

Health Sciences – Professional Schools
Nursing Susan Ettner
Public Health Joseph Watson

Non – Graduate Division Programs
Dentistry (Professional programs) Susan Ettner
Law (Professional programs) Joseph Watson
Medicine (Professional programs) Joseph Watson

DEAN & ASSOCIATE DEAN RESPONSIBILITIES

AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY

Academic Program Review Robin Garrell
Graduate Council Committee on Degree Programs Joseph Watson
Graduate Council Committee on Fellowships and Assistantships Norma Mendoza-Denton
Graduate Student Housing Sam Bersola
Outreach, Diversity, and Fellowships Susan Ettner/ Norma Medoza-Denton
Postdoctoral Fellows and Visiting Scholars Joseph Watson
Training Grants Susan Ettner
Visiting Graduate Researcher Policy Susan Ettner